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Presentation Framework
 The

Problem
 A Solution

Develop a meaningful image of “average rate
of change”
Recognize issues related to the term
“average” in “average rate of change”
Share activities that you can “use on
Monday”
Discuss the importance of coherence

Average Rate of Change
Many textbooks say something like:
Let ( x1 , y1 ) and ( x2 , y2 ) be distinct points on
the graph of a function f. The average rate of
change of f from x1 to x2 is
y2 − y1
.
x2 − x1

The Problem
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Average Rate of Change

Learning Issues

The average rate of change of the function
over an interval tells us how much the function
changes, on average, for each unit of change
in x within that interval. On some parts of the
interval, the function may change rapidly, while
on other parts, the function may be changing
slowly. The average rate of change evens out
these variations.







Ok, I see how to compute the average rate of
change, but what does that number mean?
Why do you call it “average” if you don’t add up
some numbers and divide?
How does the average rate of change “even out
variations”?
What is the difference between a “rate” and a
“ratio”?
What about “population growth rate” or “inflation
rate” of say 3% per year?

The Problem

A Quest for Coherence




Average Rate of Change

Reasoning and sense making

Vertical Alignment




A Quest for Coherence

View mathematics as a connected whole


The Problem

Pre-K through college

Assessment


If you teach for understanding, assess students to
determine if they do understand

The Problem

Average (mean)

The Problem
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What does it mean?

Use of the Term “Average”








The Problem

Average Points per Game







BACK

What do we mean when we refer to the
average points scored?
What do we mean when we refer to the
average monthly temperature?
What do we mean when we refer to the
average speed?
What do we mean when we refer to the
average rate of change?
The Problem

Add up the numbers and divide!

20 PPG (11/27/07) after
14 games
It’s as if he scored 20
points in each of the 14
games
The average takes the
sum of all points scored
(280) and distributes them
evenly into each game
“bin”
If he scored 20 points
each game for 14 games,
he would have scored a
total of 280 points
The Problem
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Average Monthly Temperature

What does it mean?

Cottonwood, AZ







BACK

67.8o average temperature
in May
It’s as if the temperature
was 67.8o every day of the
month
The average takes the sum
of all temperatures and
distributes them evenly into
each day “bin”
Use 30-year averages

The Problem

Average Speed

The Problem

Who Cares?






Average speed of 10.32
m/s
It’s as if the runner ran at a
constant speed of 10.32
m/s for entire race
Different use of ‘average’
due to covarying quantities
But, there is a “leveling” of
speeds similar to points or
temperatures

BACK
The Problem

The Problem
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Sense-Making Opportunity #1

Sense-Making Opportunity #1

Percentage of American Food Dollar

Percentage of American Food Dollar

“Fill the gaps”

“Fill the gaps”

d = year

P = Percent spent
away from home

1970

24%

1980

29%

1988

33%

Cathy:
Teacher:
Cathy:

Teacher:
Rob:

What percentage of the American Food Dollar was
spent away from home in 1975?

Teacher:
Rob:

I got 26.5%.
How did you get that?
Since 1975 is midway between 1970 and 1980, I
found a percentage that was midway between
those two years.
Did anyone else have a method to determine the
percentage in 1975?
I just put that it is somewhere between 24% and
29%. But I think you can just take the average and
get the same thing.
What do you mean by take the average?
Well, if you add 24 and 29 and divide by 2, you
get 26.5%.

The Problem

Sense-Making Opportunity #1

The Problem

Sense-Making Opportunity #1

Amount of Money Spent on Cable TV

Amount of Money Spent on Cable TV

“Fill the gaps”

“Fill the gaps”

T = Year

1984

1989

1994

C=Billions of
dollars spent on
cable TV

6.98

11.71

16.55

Find the average rate of change per year during the period from
1984 to 1989.

The Problem

Debbie:

We have a difference of opinion. Here is where I
have a problem…two of us want to divide it by 5
and two of us want to divide it by the 2 years that
are mentioned.

Teacher:

Ok…there might be another problem too. It looks
like you (looking at Cindy’s work) added the two
numbers and Rob said that you should subtract the
two numbers.

The Problem
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Sense-Making Opportunity #1

Pose the Question

Amount of Money Spent on Cable TV
“Fill the gaps”

Rob:

Teacher:

Debbie:
Teacher:

I subtracted and divided that number by 5 which gave
me 0.83 billion per year (note that it should be 0.946
billion per year).
So you have 3 issues…1. Do you add or
subtract? 2. Do you divide by 2 or …ah…you have
two issues!
Well it says find the average…and to find the average
you add and then you divide.
Ok…but part b. says average…but keep reading…rate
of change! And that’s a different concept. So talk it
out for a moment and see what you come up with.

In May of 1986, many Americans participated in
“Hands Across America.” Suppose the goal
was accomplished. The first person in line in
LA squeezes the next person’s hand. In turn,
people pass the squeeze on to the next
person all the way to NY. How long would it
take the squeeze to “travel” from LA to NY?

The Problem

The Problem

Sense-Making Opportunity #4

Collect the Data

Hand Squeeze Experiment

People
Time
(seconds)
People

2

3

4

5

6

7

Time
0.69 1.29 2.04 1.72 2.29 2.02
(seconds)
The Problem
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2.0

9

10

11

12

13

3.41 3.76 3.13 3.24 3.50
The Problem
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Sense-Making Opportunity #4

Sense-Making Opportunity #4

Hand Squeeze Experiment

Hand Squeeze Experiment

Heather: I took one of my partner’s graphs because she had
a real nice graph and with all the dots, we made a line that
would connect…or hit almost…pretty much almost all of
the points on the graph…and then from there we went ahead
and took two points and we did the rise and the run…or the
vertical and horizontal change…and we figured out what
that change was and that’s what we used for the slope.

Betty:

I think that we should subtract the time for 2 people
from the time for all the people and then divide
by12.
Teacher: Why divide by 12?
============================================
Betty:
I took the 3.50…
Teacher: You took the last number (circling that value on board).
Betty:
Subtracted the 0.69…
Teacher: Subtracted the first number (circling that value on board)
Betty:
And I got 2.810…and then divided it by 11 because I
counted from 2 to 13 and got 11.

The Problem

Sense-Making Opportunity #4

The Problem

Sense-Making Opportunity #4

Hand Squeeze Experiment
Teacher:
Jennifer:
Teacher:
Jane:

People

2

Hand Squeeze Experiment

How did you determine your model?
Trial and error.
Trial and error? There is not trial and error…just
trial and try again!
We just took like 1.29 minus 0.69…we just did
like the rate of change for all of them…add all
those up and divide by 11.
3

4

5

6

7

Time
0.69 1.29 2.04 1.72 2.29 2.02
(seconds)

8
2.0

9

10

11

12

13







Students seem to be comfortable computing
an arithmetic mean.
In this case, it was an appropriate use of the
arithmetic mean.
The use of the arithmetic mean in the context
of average rate of change continues.

3.41 3.76 3.13 3.24 3.50

The Problem

The Problem
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Sense-Making Opportunity #5

Sense-Making Opportunity #5

Licensed Drivers for Selected States

Licensed Drivers for Selected States

State

Population
(in millions)

Licensed Drivers
(in millions)

California

29.8

19.9
9.2

Florida

12.9

Georgia

6.5

4.4

Illinois

11.4

7.3

Michigan

9.3

6.4

Montana

0.8

0.6

New Mexico

1.5

1.1

New York

18.0

10.3

Pennsylvania

11.9

7.8

Texas

17.0

11.1

Debby: Ok…take the highest population which is 29.8 and
subtract the lowest population which is 0.8 and
divide by 10…the 10 states.
Cindy: I took the 19.9 minus 0.6 and got 19.3. I divided
this by the 29.8 minus the 0.8 which is 29 and I
got 0.66, which is our slope.
Then, we have to divide by 10 again…right?
The number of states?

The Problem

The Problem

Sense-Making Opportunity #5

Reflection

Licensed Drivers for Selected States
Jennifer: I stole Betty’s idea from yesterday…not taking the
average rate from everything…subtracting the
largest population…California was 29.8…and the
smallest population…Montana had 0.8…and



Your reaction to the way in which making
sense of “average” in the early grades may
pay off in later mathematics coursework

dividing by 10 because there are 10
states and getting 2.9…

The Problem

The Problem
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Evaluating
Functions

Properties of
Limits

Big Ideas

Limits



Graphically
Algebraically
Tables

Epsilon-Delta





An idea is something that has context and
meaning, is generalizable, and has the potential
of being foundational for other ideas and ways of
thinking
Ideas are ways of thinking that can generate or
motivate the procedures that have traditionally
been the center of instruction
When the rules and procedures one is taught are
not conceptually anchored, memorization must
pass for understanding, and mathematics
becomes an endless, senseless parade of
disparate facts, definitions, and procedures
---MET Report

A Solution

A Solution

Covariational Reasoning
Rate of Change

The Sprinter

Functions
Mathematical
Models

Idea of Speed

Limits

Verbal
Descriptions

Epsilon-Delta
Evaluating Limits
using Tables,
Graphs, Algebra

A Solution

A Solution
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The Skateboarder

The Bungee Jump

A Solution

JUMP!

A Solution

In Pursuit of Justice

A Solution

A Solution
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Curricular Implications


Linear




Quadratic




Interpret parameters using rate of change

Higher Order




Focus on constant rate of change

Focus on concavity and modeling

Exponential


Compare to linear and constant percent change
A Solution
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